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The magnitudes of the external gravitational perturbations associated with the normal modes of the Sun
evaluated to determine whether these solar oscillations could be observed with the proposed laser interfer
eter space antenna~LISA!, a network of satellites designed to detect gravitational radiation. The modes o
relevance to LISA—thel52, low-orderp, f , andg modes—have not been conclusively observed to date. We
find that the energy in these modes must be greater than about 1030 ergs in order to be observable above the
LISA detector noise. These mode energies are larger than generally expected, but are much smaller than
current observational upper limits. LISA may be confusion limited at the relevant frequencies due to th
galactic background from short-period white dwarf binaries. Present estimates of the number of these bina
would require the solar modes to have energies above about 1033 ergs to be observable by LISA.
@S0556-2821~96!04914-4#

PACS number~s!: 95.55.Ym, 04.30.Db, 95.55.Ev, 96.60.Ly
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I. INTRODUCTION

The oscillation modes of the Sun are now routinely o
served by Doppler-shift measurements of the time-depend
velocity of the Sun’s surface@1,2#. The frequencies and am
plitudes of thousands ofp modes have now been accurate
measured in this way. A number of detections of solarg
modes from Doppler-shift measurements have also been
ported, but the claimed detections all have low signal-t
noise and they are not mutually consistent@3#. It has recently
been claimed~although, again, it is not universally accepted!
that certain periodic features observed in the solar wind p
vide a second, completely independent, means of observ
the solar oscillations@4#. Some of the frequencies observe
in the solar wind correspond closely to already observed
lar p modes, while others are close to frequencies predic
for some solarg modes.

In this paper we investigate the possibility~also suggested
independently by Schutz@5# and by Gough@6#! that the solar
oscillations might be observable using a third techniqu
measuring the external gravitational perturbations associa
with these modes. The proposed laser interferometer sp
antenna~LISA! @7# is designed to detect the tiny gravita
tional fluctuations caused by distant sources of gravitatio
radiation with frequencies in the range 102 – 106 mHz. This
detector would also be capable of observing the fluctuatio
of the near-zone gravitational field produced by the norm
modes of the Sun, if the amplitudes of the solar oscillatio
are sufficiently large. This new observational techniq
would be an interesting new probe of the structure of the S
because it would be most sensitive for detecting a class
low-order modes that are presently unobserved using ot
methods. In this paper we calculate the magnitudes of
external gravitational perturbations associated with the so
p, f , and g modes to estimate whether these oscillatio
could be observed with LISA.
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II. SOLAR GRAVITATIONAL PERTURBATIONS

We evaluate the coupling of the pulsation modes of t
Sun to the external gravitational field using a reasonably a
curate model for the structure of the Sun and its dynami
We use the equation of state of a normal solar model~model
1 of Christensen-Dalsgaard, Proffitt, and Thompson@8#! to
determine the equilibrium structure of the Sun. We treat t
pulsations as small amplitude perturbations which satisfy l
ear adiabatic evolution equations@9# with a realistic dynami-
cal adiabatic index@8#. We solve the equations for thes
perturbations numerically to determine the magnitude of t
external gravitational perturbation that results from a mo
of given amplitude. The gravitational perturbation in the e
terior of the Sun has the form

dF5a28S E

1028 ergsD
1/2GM(

R(
SR(

r D l11

Ylme
ivt, ~1!

wherer is the distance from the center of the Sun, andYlm is
the standard spherical harmonic function. The factora28 rep-
resents the magnitude of this external gravitational perturb
tion for an oscillation mode normalized to have energ
E51028 ergs. The energyE is defined as

E5E rdva* dvad3x, ~2!

wherer is the mass density anddva is the ~Eulerian! fluid
velocity perturbation. The values ofa28 that we compute for
a number of solar oscillation modes are presented in Tabl
The magnitude of the external gravitational perturbation o
mode scales asAE sinceE is quadratic in the perturbed fluid
velocity. The values ofa28 given in Table I illustrate that the
largest surface gravitational perturbation occurs in thel52
g 3 mode when modes excited to equal energy levels a
compared. Also presented in Table I are the mode mass
1287 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Gravitational parameters of solar oscillations.

Mode f (mHz! a28 Mmode ~g! h Emin ~erg! Emax ~erg!

g 3 220.4 7.17310212 8.331031 1.18310223 1.5531030 1.331033

g 2 254.0 6.07310212 4.431031 7.50310224 1.9731030 7.031032

p 1 381.6 5.31310212 4.331030 2.91310224 2.0231030 6.931031

g 4 192.2 5.96310212 1.931032 1.29310223 2.4231030 3.031033

g 5 168.8 4.72310212 3.531032 1.32310223 4.1931030 5.631033

g 1 293.6 2.81310212 2.331031 2.60310224 8.4431030 3.731032

f 350.9 2.31310212 1.231031 1.50310224 1.1231031 1.931032

p 2 514.4 2.02310212 5.531029 6.07310225 1.1731031 8.831030

g 6 134.0 2.80310212 8.231032 1.24310223 1.3731031 1.331034

p 3 663.6 8.60310213 1.431029 1.56310225 5.5331031 2.231030

g 7 101.2 1.42310212 1.631033 1.10310223 6.3031031 2.631034
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Mmode, defined as the ratio of the mode energyE and the
average surface velocity of the mode:

E5
Mmode

4p E dvadva* sinududf. ~3!

The mode masses make it possible to convert the obser
surface velocities of modes into mode energies.

In our numerical solution of the pulsation equations
use a simple, but somewhat unrealistic, treatment of the
face of the Sun. We set the~Lagrangian! perturbation in the
pressure to zero at the point where the pressure vanish
our solar model. For our equilibrium model we use the re
istic equation of state@8# for densities above 1026 g cm23.
For densities below this value we smoothly attach a p
tropic ‘‘atmosphere.’’ The mode frequencyv and the gravi-
tational parametera28 are rather insensitive to the choice
density where this artificial atmosphere is attached. H
ever, the mode masses,Mmode, which depend on the surfac
values of the perturbed velocity, are rather more sensi
We estimate that the errors in our computations ofv and
a28 are about 0.01%, while the errors inMmode due to our
simplified treatment of the surface may be as much as 1

III. LISA

LISA is designed to detect the presence of gravitatio
radiation, or other time-dependent perturbations in the gr
tational field, by monitoring the precise distance betw
pairs of satellites. Consider two satellites which form o
arm of the detector. A near-zone gravitational perturba
~such as that produced by the solar oscillations! causes the
distance between two satellites to oscillate with the
quencyv of the gravitational perturbation. The amplitu
dL of the periodic displacement of the satellites is de
mined by the standard tidal acceleration formula

v2dL5Lnanb¹a¹bdF. ~4!

whereL is the average separation of the satellites. The
vector na that appears in Eq.~4! gives the direction of the
line between the satellites. To facilitate comparison with
published LISA sensitivity curves, we define the dimensi
less strainh that would be measured by a detector consis
of two perpendicular interferometer arms:
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h5v22~nanb2mamb!¹a¹bdF, ~5!

wherena andma are unit vectors pointing in the directions
of the two detector arms. The right side of Eq.~5! has a
complicated dependence on the orientation of the plane of
the detector arms, the orientation of the detector arms within
this plane, the position of the center-of-mass of the satellites,
and the particularl andm of the mode. For simplicity we
will use an average value for this quantity. We first average
over all orientations of the two perpendicular arms, at a fixed
point in space, to obtain

^u~nanb2mamb!¹a¹bdFu2&5
2

5
¹a¹bdF¹a¹bdF* .

~6!

We now average the right side of Eq.~6! over all possible
locations of the satellite around the Sun to find the mean-
square value ofh:

^uhu2&5
1

10pE ¹a¹bdF¹a¹bdF* sinududf. ~7!

Finally using Eq.~1! we evaluate the angular integrals on the
right side of Eq.~7! to find the average strainh that would be
sensed by the LISA detector:

h5a28A~ l11!~ l12!~2l11!~2l13!

3S 1

10p D 1/2S E

1028 ergsD
1/2GM(

v2R(
3 SR(

r D l13

. ~8!

The modes of the Sun with the samen andl but different
m have frequencies that are slightly split by the Sun’s rota-
tion. In one year of integration, LISA will be able to distin-
guish frequencies to within aboutD f'331022mHz ~for
signal-to-noise of order unity!, where f5v/2p is the fre-
quency of the signal. ThisD f is roughly an order of magni-
tude smaller than the size of the splitting due to the Sun’s
rotation. Thus modes with differentm are effectively nonde-
generate, and the energyE that appears in Eq.~8! must be
that of a single mode of givenl andm.
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IV. SIGNAL STRENGTHS AND NOISE LEVELS

To determine whether the oscillation modes of the S
could be detected by LISA we must determine whether t
expected gravitational signals exceed the expected nois
the detector and any ‘‘background’’ gravitational wave sig
nals. We now give estimates for the parameters that de
mine the signal strengths and the noise levels relevant to
problem.

As we have seen, Eq.~8!, the magnitude of the signal in
the LISA detector is determined by the energy contained
the modes of the Sun. The modes which are most likely
excite the LISA detector have not been observed to da
This makes the prospects of gravitational observations
these modes very interesting, but it also makes it very di
cult to make reliable predictions of the energy contained
these modes. The observed low-l p modes have a maximum
energy/mode of roughly 1028 ergs for f near 3000mHz, with
the energy/mode decreasing to roughly 1027 ergs atf near
1000mHz @10#. A simple extrapolation of this curve would
suggest even lower energies for the modes relevant to LI
~100–700mHz!, but such an extrapolation might well be
naive. Goldreich and Murray have argued that the decre
in p mode energy~at fixedl ) from 3000 to 1000mHz is due
to the scattering of energy from higher-order to lower-ord
p modes of the same frequency@11#. Clearly, the lowest-
order modesp modes will not be damped by this mecha
nism. Moreover, for fixed mode energy, the lowest-ord
modes produce significantly larger external gravitational p
turbations than the higher-order modes. Thus only t
lowest-orderp modes are relevant to LISA.

At present only upper limits for the energies of these low
frequency modes are known. This is mostly because, fo
given l and mode energy, the detection of modes by Dopp
shift measurements becomes much more difficult as one g
to lower frequency modes. This difficulty is due to the fa
that the surface velocity~for fixed energy! decreases roughly
like f 3.5 for p modes andf 2 for g modes, while instrumental
and background solar velocity noise both increase at low
frequencies@3#. The present observational upper limit on th
surface velocities of these modes is about 4 cm s21 @3#.
Using the mode masses computed in Table I, this transla
into limits on the energies,Emax, which are also listed in
Table I for each mode. It has been suggested@3# that the low
signal-to-noise ‘‘detections’’ of solarg modes are an indica-
tion that theg mode energies are in fact just below thes
maximum values. These energies are rather large, and m
solar modes would be well above the LISA noise levels
their energies are close to these values.

Kumar, Quataert, and Bahcall@12# have recently made
predictions of the energies contained in the low-frequen
solarg modes. They consider the turbulent convection ex
tation mechanism used by Goldreich, Murray, and Kum
@13# to explain the excitations of the observedp modes. Ap-
plying this mechanism to the low-l , low-n g modes, they
find that turbulent convection would excite surface velociti
of about 1022cm s21 in these modes, assuming the dissip
tion time for the modes to be about 106 years. These surface
velocities correspond~using our computed mode masses! to
energies between 231027 and 231029 ergs for theg modes
listed in Table I. Thus, a typical value for the energy pr
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dicted by this model is about 1028 ergs. Kumar and Quataer
predict that the low-l , low-n pmodes will also have energie
of roughly 1028 ergs@14#.

For frequencies below 1000mHz the anticipated noise in
the LISA detector@15# would prevent the detection of peri
odic signals with amplitudes less than@16#

hsp53310222S f

100 mHzD
22.3

. ~9!

It is also possible that other gravitational wave sources mi
produce a background ‘‘noise’’ from which the solar osc
lation signals could not easily be distinguished. Hils, Bend
and Webbink @17# have estimated that there are abo
33106 short-period white-dwarf binaries in our galaxy, pro
ducing a gravitational wave background of about 30hsp in
the relevant frequency band. At the time these estimates w
made there were no known examples of white-dwarf binar
with periods less than one day. Recently, however, t
white-dwarf binaries with periods of 3.47 and approximate
4 h, respectively, were discovered by Marsh@18# and Marsh,
Dhillon, and Duck @19#. Given these new observations,
should be possible to make considerably better estimate
the gravitational wave background from binaries, but to o
knowledge, such estimates have not yet been completed

V. RESULTS

Table I lists the values of the strain amplitudeh, Eq. ~8!,
for a number of modes of the Sun, assuming that each m
has an energy of 1028 ergs and that the detector is located
a distancer51 AU from the Sun. Only thel52 modes are
considered, since the modes with successively higherl val-
ues have gravitational signals which are reduced below th
l52 counterparts by additional factors ofR( /r'0.005.
And of thel52 modes, only those of low order are relevan
This might be surprising, since higher-orderp modes have
higher frequency, while the detector noise decreases
f22.3 by Eq. ~9!. However, two other factors combine t
make the higher-orderp modes less favorable for detection
First, for givendF, the associated strainh scales likef22,
by Eq. ~5!. Second, the coefficienta28 ~in effect the quadru-
pole moment of the mode! decreases as the order of th
mode increases, since for higher-order modes the contr
tions from different radii tend to cancel.

The modes in Table I are listed in order of increasi
Emin , the mode energy for whichh53hsp . This is the mini-
mum energy needed in a mode so that the mode would
observable above the detector noise withS/N53. Included
in Table I is everyl52 mode withEmin<1032 ergs. We see
that mode energies of at least 1030 ergs are required for any
of them to be observable by LISA. This is a factor of~up to!
103 smaller than the upper limits, but a factor of 102 larger
than the energies estimated on theoretical grounds by Kum
Quataert, and Bahcall@12#. Given these energies, the corre
sponding surface velocities of these modes would be ab
1021cm s21, which is roughly the detection threshold fo
the recently launched SOHO satellite@20#. This indicates
that any modes that could be observed by LISA would
ready have been observed by SOHO. Nevertheless, L
could still provide some unique information since it me
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1290 54CURT CUTLER AND LEE LINDBLOM
sures the gravitational amplitude of the mode which depe
on the density perturbations throughout the interior of
Sun.

If the background radiation due to short-period wh
dwarf binaries is comparable to the values predicted by H
Bender, and Webbink@17#, then atf'300mHz the gravita-
tional wave background is a factor of about 30 larger th
LISA’s detector noise. Hence mode energies about 103 times
greater than theEmin’s listed in Table I would be required fo
solar oscillations to rise above this background. Such e
gies would be close to the present upper limits for th
modes. Therefore, if the gravitational wave background
close to the strength predicted by Hils, Bender, and Webb
@17#, then the mode energies would have to be very clos
their maximum allowed values for LISA to contribute at a
to helioseismology. LISA’s one-year orbit around the S
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would modulate the solar oscillation signal in a way tha
differs from the one-year modulation of the backgroun
gravitational wave signal. It is conceivable that this differ
ence could be used to help distinguish solar oscillations fro
the gravitational wave background, but we have not inves
gated this possibility in any detail.
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